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SAVORTEX Invest in British Manufacturing & Launch New Diamond White
Hand Dryer

At only 550 watts this has to be the dryer of choice for energy conscious sustainability savvy
companies

London (PRWEB UK) 14 January 2013 -- Building a new British manufacturing company from scratch isn’t
easy, especially in today’s economy and that is exactly what SAVORTEX the green eco driven hand dryer
company have been doing for the past few years.

Syed Ahmed, founder of SAVORTEX and Managing Director said “We set out with a goal to improve
washroom sustainability. Listening and learning have been key to our journey and we have spent time talking to
architects , building specifiers , facility managers and our key distribution partners up and down the country .
Everyone loved our sleek two tone silver unit which has been our flagship dryer and we wanted to create a new
eco white mid-priced smart dryer with the same award winning performance.”

The engineering team have been looking at new colours and aim to make the dryers even more energy efficient
without losing performance; keeping the promise to use less electricity and dry hands in seconds.

SAVORTEX have spent many months perfecting their new gloss white finish and are proud to launch the
Vortex 540 Diamond White unit, a stylish addition to their range. The Vortex uses a Digital Brushless Bypass
motor technology, replacing heating elements to compress and recycle energy to produce heat, delivering long
life & industry-leading power drying.

Peter Bridge Royal Skandia Life Assurance Limited said “We chose the Vortex because it’s a very clever
design that uses 80% less electricity than our current Hand Dryers. Electricity costs are a significant part of our
annual expenditure, which we are committed to reducing. Units like the Vortex hand dryer, will go a long way
towards an intelligent solution to reducing these costs, and the consequential reduction in our Carbon
Footprint.”

In a recent deal announced with the KUT Partnership, Nick Payne, Senior Mechanical Engineer at KUT said
“The account management service has been excellent & the engineering behind developing and manufacturing
the Vortex 550 hand drier is really pushing the boundaries. The Vortex is not clever for the sake of it, it is
efficient and shows how far behind its competitors are.”

SAVORTEX’s principle is to lead business sustainability through innovation and the development of
revolutionary, eco-friendly hand drying products. The Vortex 550 EcoSmart hand dryer consumes just 550W,
compared to as much as 1600W to 2400W with other dryers. It comes with an industry leading 7 year no
quibble warranty as standard.

Vortex Diamond white, its Green, fast and clean

About SAVORTEX
The Guinness World Records title, Most hands dried using 30kJ of energy, was devised by Guinness World
Records officials as a challenge to measure the energy efficiency in hand drying. The Vortex 550 EcoSmart
successfully dried four pairs of hands using less than 30kJ of energy. Typically, hand dryers use between 72kJ
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and 96kJ of power to dry just one pair of hands. SAVORTEX successfully achieved four pairs of dry hands
using just under 25kJ of energy – smashing the minimums set by Guinness World Records officials and
claiming the world record.
The Vortex winners of the 2012 Electrical Times Energy Efficiency Initiative of the Year.
Sustain Magazine has short listed The Vortex in three major categories; 2012 Product of The Year, Energy and
the Technology Category
Find us at www.savortex.com and follow us @Savortexuk

SAVORTEX Ltd, One Canada Square, 29th Floor, Canary Wharf, London E14 6DY
T:+44 (0)207 956 8840
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Contact Information
Suzanne McDermott-Swan
SAVORTEX Limited
0207 956 8840

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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